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The plant signaling molecule auxin (indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA))3 plays a critical role in plant growth and development (1,
2, 6). Moreover, IAA has been shown to have potential value as
a photoactivable cytotoxin with applications in cancer therapy
(7). Although auxin signaling shares some similarities with
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mammalian neurotransmitter signaling (3, 49), auxin is generally classified as a phytohormone because of its transport from
sites of synthesis to loci of activity. Auxin transport is polar
from the shoot apex to the root apex and in reverse to the
root-hypocotyl junction in a cell-to-cell manner (4, 6). Polar
auxin transport appears to provide essential directional and
positional information for developmental and physiological
processes (5). A chemiosmotic model of auxin transport (8, 9)
was supported by the identification and characterization of
candidate proteins for auxin influx (AUX1/LAX family) and
efflux (PIN family) (reviewed in Refs. 2 and 4). Members of both
families are essential components of auxin influx and efflux
complexes, and most strikingly, the major proteins of both families (AUX1 and PIN1) reveal polar expression patterns that are
congruent with known routes of auxin movement (6). Evidence
has been provided for a model in which multiple PIN proteins
interact to create an auxin reflux loop (5), and it has been shown
recently that some members of the PIN family are rate-limiting
factors in cellular auxin efflux (10).
Recently, members of the large plant multidrug resistance
(MDR)/P-glycoprotein (PGP)/ABCB family (hereafter referred
to as PGP) have been shown to function in auxin transport (4,
11–13). Mammalian members of this superfamily of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are widely studied because they
catalyze ATP-dependent export of planar anionic chemotherapeutic agents (14). Loss-of-function mutations in PGP1 and
PGP19 (MDR1) result in reduced auxin transport in intact tissues and impaired growth in Arabidopsis (15–18), maize (Zea
mays pgp1/brachytic2), and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor pgp1/
dwarf3) (19). Interestingly, the dwarf phenotype of pgp1/pgp19
double mutants is more severe than those of the single knockouts, suggesting separate but overlapping functions (16, 18).
PGP1 has been shown to catalyze the primary active transport
of native and synthetic auxins using plant and heterologous
transport systems. PGP1 activity is inhibited by auxin efflux
inhibitors such as N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) and flavonols as well as anticancer drugs such as verapamil and cyclosporin A (17). Consistent with predictions from chemiosmotic
models of sites requiring additional direct auxin efflux (4),
PGP1 exhibits non-polar plasma membrane localization in
small meristematic cells of the root and shoot apices and polar
(mainly basal) expression in expanded cells of the elongation
zone and above. Two recent studies showed that a related protein (PGP4) functions in root and root hair development and
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The immunophilin-like protein TWISTED DWARF1
(TWD1/FKBP42) has been shown to physically interact with the
multidrug resistance/P-glycoprotein (PGP) ATP-binding cassette transporters PGP1 and PGP19 (MDR1). Overlapping phenotypes of pgp1/pgp19 and twd1 mutant plants suggested a positive regulatory role of TWD1 in PGP-mediated export of the
plant hormone auxin, which controls plant development. Here,
we provide evidence at the cellular and plant levels that TWD1
controls PGP-mediated auxin transport. twd1 and pgp1/pgp19
cells showed greatly reduced export of the native auxin indole3-acetic acid (IAA). Constitutive overexpression of PGP1 and
PGP19, but not TWD1, enhanced auxin export. Coexpression of
TWD1 and PGP1 in yeast and mammalian cells verified the
specificity of the regulatory effect. Employing an IAA-specific
microelectrode demonstrated that IAA influx in the root elongation zone was perturbed and apically shifted in pgp1/pgp19
and twd1 roots. Mature roots of pgp1/pgp19 and twd1 plants
revealed elevated levels of free IAA, which seemed to account for
agravitropic root behavior. Our data suggest a novel mode of
PGP regulation via FK506-binding protein-like immunophilins,
implicating possible alternative strategies to overcome multidrug resistance.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Plant Growth Conditions—Arabidopsis thaliana plants were
grown as described previously (16). For quantification of gravitropism, wild-type and pgp1 (At2g36910), pgp19 (At3g28860),
pgp1/pgp19, and twd1 (At3g21640) mutant seeds (all ecotype
Wassilewskija) were surface-sterilized and grown on halfstrength Murashige and Skoog medium and 0.7% Phytagar
(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) under continuous light conditions as
described (61). Each gravistimulated root was assigned to one of
twelve 30° sectors in the circular histograms; the length of each
bar represents the percentage of seedlings showing the same
direction of root growth. The number of seedlings for each
genotype was between 72 and 96.
Analysis of IAA Contents and Responses—A. thaliana wildtype, pgp1, pgp19, pgp1/pgp19, and twd1 mutant plants (all
ecotype Wassilewskija) expressing the maximal auxin-inducible reporter ProDR5-green fluorescent protein (GFP) construct
were generated by Agrobacterium-mediated transformations
using the DR5-GFPm construct (38). Homozygous T3 was used
for all experiments described. Seedlings were grown vertically
for 5 days as described above, stained with 10 M propidium
iodide before microscopy, and analyzed by differential interference contrast (Leica DM R microscope equipped with a Leica
DC300 F charge-coupled device). For histological signal localization, both images were electronically merged and further
processed with Photoshop 7.0. (Adobe Systems Inc., Mountain
View, CA).
For endogenous free auxin quantification, shoot and root
segments of 30 –50 seedlings were collected and pooled. The
samples were extracted with MeOH and analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Calculation of isotopic dilution factors was based on the addition of 100 pmol of
[2H]IAA to each sample. In some cases, roots of 40 seedlings
were manually divided into root segments (see Fig. 4C) and
analyzed as described above. The data are presented the means
of three independent lots of 30 –50 seedlings each.
Expression and Localization Analysis—Immunolocalization
in roots was performed as described (60). Labeling was performed with rabbit anti-PIN1 and guinea pig anti-PIN2 antibodies at 1:500 and 1:400 dilutions, respectively. Alexa Fluor
488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit and anti-guinea pig secondary
antibodies were used at 1:400 dilution. During the immunolocalization procedures, solutions were changed using a pipetting
robot (InsituPro, Intavis Bioanalytical Instruments AG).
Plasma membranes and microsomal fractions were separated
by aqueous two-phase partitioning or continuous sucrose gradient centrifugation and immunoprobed as described (16).
Transcript Detection by Reverse Transcription (RT)-PCR—
Semiquantitative RT-PCR was performed as described (51). Transcripts specific for PGP1 (At2g36910),TWD1 (At3g21640), and
40 S ribosomal protein S16 (At2g09990) were detected by conventional PCR for 25 and 30 cycles at an annealing temperature of
52 °C. The intron-spanning PCR primers used were as follows:
S16, 5⬘-ggcgactcaaccagctactga (sense) and 5⬘-cggtaactctttggtaacga
(antisense); PGP1, 5⬘-gtccctcaagagccgtgcttg (sense) and 5⬘-ccatcatcgatgacagcgatc (antisense); TWD1, 5⬘-ccatagcatacatgggggacg
(sense) and 5⬘-tctgtggcgtcgaaagatacg (antisense). Equal volumes of
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that it catalyzes substantial auxin influx (20, 21), suggesting
that PGP1 and PGP4 might function cooperatively in auxin
movement (13, 20).
Plant PGPs seem to function as central catalytic elements
of multiprotein auxin transport complexes (4, 13, 16, 22).
The C terminus of PGP1 has been identified in a yeast twohybrid screen using the soluble portion of the putative glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored immunophilin-like protein
TWISTED DWARF1 (TWD1/FKBP42) as bait (16). Moreover,
several PGPs (including PGP1, PGP19, and PGP4) have been
co-purified with TWD1 from high affinity NPA-binding complexes with other proteins known to be involved in protein trafficking and cycling (22, 16). twd1 plants, which are allelic to
ultracurvata2 (ucu2) (23), show a drastic pleiotropic auxin-related phenotype that includes dwarfism, epinastically growing
leaves, and disorientation of organ growth at both the epidermal and whole plant levels. Interestingly, twd1 plants resemble
those of pgp1/pgp19 double mutants, and PGP1/PGP19-TWD1
interaction can be verified by a broad array of methods (16).
Similar mutant phenotypes, together with reduced auxin transport in intact hypocotyls, suggested a regulatory role for PGP1
and PGP19 in auxin transport (13, 16, 24).
TWD1 belongs to the FK506-binding protein (FKBP)-type
subfamily of immunophilins, which are ubiquitous proteins
known to mediate immunosuppression in mammals (24, 28,
36). Based on drastic phenotypes of knock-out mutants and
transgenic plants with altered gene expression levels, multidomain FKBPs such as PASTICCINO1 (FKBP52/PAS1) and
wheat FKBP77 (25–27) have been found to be key players in
plant development (28). TWD1, which also belongs to the multidomain FKBP family, is distinguished by its unique C-terminal membrane anchor, which localizes the protein to both the
plasma (16) and vacuolar (29) membranes. In the latter, TWD1
functionally interacts with the C termini of MDR-associated
protein (MRP)-like ABC transporters MRP1 and MRP2 (30).
Interestingly, both pairs of ABC transporters interact with
independent domains of TWD1. PGP1 and PGP19 interact
with the cis,trans-peptidylprolyl isomerase-like domain, and
MRP1 and MRP2 interact with the tetratricopeptide repeat
domain. This difference in binding to TWD1 domains might
specify functional diversity of the interactions.
In both cases, regulatory roles of TWD1 in individual ABC
transporter pairs have been suggested (16, 30), but the final
molecular proof is still lacking. Mammalian FKBPs are known
to bind and modulate calcium release channels (31, 44). Furthermore, FKBP12 has been shown to regulate murine MDR3
activity, but attempts to demonstrate interaction have been
thus far unsuccessful (33). Interestingly, FKBP12-dependent
regulation of MDR3-mediated drug resistance does not require
cis,trans-peptidylprolyl isomerase activity (31, 34). Consistent
with these observations, the PGP-interacting cis,trans-peptidylprolyl isomerase-like domain of TWD1 has been shown to
lack any isomerase activity and not to bind FK506 (29, 63).
Here, we provide several lines of evidence that TWD1 functions
as a positive regulator of PGP1-mediated auxin transport,
suggesting a novel mode of PGP regulation via FKBP-type
immunophilins.
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terminus of TWD1. Cells coexpressing PGP1-YFP and TWD1CFP were incubated in mounting medium containing 4⬘,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, and immunofluorescence analysis was
performed using a Leica DM IRE2 confocal laser scanning
microscope equipped with argon (488 nm) and UV (410 nm)
lasers. Fluorescence and differential interference contrast
images were processed using Photoshop 7.0. Vector controls
showed no detectable fluorescence.
Yeast cells coexpressing PGP1 and TWD1 were grown to
mid-log phase, and microsomes were separated via continuous
sucrose gradient centrifugation (30). Plasma membrane fractions were subjected to 7.5% PAGE, and Western blots were
immunoprobed using anti-PGP1 (58) and anti-TWD1 (16)
antibodies.
HeLa Cell Assays—Radiolabeled substrate accumulation
assays after transient coexpression of PGP1 (At2g36910) and
TWD1 (At3g21640) at a 1:0.5 ratio were performed as
described (17). Net efflux (the amount of auxin retained by cells
transformed with empty vector minus the amount of auxin
retained by cells transformed with PGP19) is expressed as disintegrations/min/500,000 cells. The average empty control vector value was 2852 disintegrations/min/500,000 cells.
In all cases, expression and localization of PGP19 was confirmed by RT-PCR and Western blotting using standard protocols for the system (37, 55). Cell viability after treatment was
confirmed visually and via cell counting.
Recording Root Apex Auxin Fluxes Using an IAA-specific Microelectrode—A platinum microelectrode (35) was used to monitor
IAA fluxes in Arabidopsis roots as described (20). For measurements, plants were grown in hydroponic cultures and used 5
days after germination. Differential current from an IAA-selective microelectrode placed 2 m from the root surface was
recorded in a self-referencing mode. The sensor was vibrated
between two positions 10 m distant at a rate of 0.1 Hz.
Data Analysis—Data were analyzed using Prism 4.0b
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA), and statistical analysis
was performed using SPSS 11.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

RESULTS
Cellular and Polar Transport of IAA Is Reduced in twd1 and
pgp1/pgp19 Mutants, Indicating a Regulatory Role for TWD1—
Recently, interactions between TWD1 and the MDR/PGP-type
transporter PGP1 and its closest homolog, PGP19, were demonstrated (16). Indirect evidence suggests that TWD1 functions in part by regulating the overlapping auxin transport
activities of PGP1 and PGP19 (13, 16, 17).
To demonstrate the physiological impact of TWD1 interaction, we measured PGP-mediated cellular efflux of radiolabeled
auxin (IAA) in isolated leaf mesophyll protoplasts using silicon
oil centrifugation (17). Protoplasts from twd1 plants showed
greatly reduced IAA efflux (48%) compared with those from
wild-type plants (100%) (Fig. 1A). This reduction of efflux in
twd1 protoplasts was slightly (but not significantly) less than
that observed in pgp1/pgp19 protoplasts (49%) (17). These
measurements correlate well with auxin transport rates found
in intact tissues (16). The presence of PGP1, PGP19, and TWD1
in the assayed cells was verified both by RT-PCR in wild-type
plants (Fig. 1A) and by Western analysis (Fig. 1, B and C). The
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PCR products were separated on 2.5% agarose gels. Negative controls in the absence of enzyme in the RT reaction yielded no
products.
Protoplast Efflux Experiments—Intact Arabidopsis mesophyll protoplasts were prepared from the rosette leaves of
plants grown on soil under white light (100 mol m⫺2 s⫺1, 8-h
light/16-h dark cycle, 22 °C), and auxin efflux experiments were
performed as described (17). Briefly, intact protoplasts were
isolated as described (16) and loaded by incubation with 1 l/ml
[3H]IAA (specific activity of 20 Ci/mmol; American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc., St. Louis, MO) on ice. External radioactivity was removed by Percoll gradient centrifugation (17).
Efflux was started by incubation at 25 °C and halted by silicon
oil centrifugation. Effluxed radioactivity was determined by
scintillation counting of the aqueous phases and is presented as
relative efflux of the initial efflux (efflux prior to incubation),
which was set to zero. Protoplast volumes, surfaces, and vacuolar pH were determined as described (17).
Yeast
Assays—cDNAs
from
Arabidopsis
TWD1
(At3g21640), FKBP12 (At1g58450), and ROF1 (At3g25230)
were cloned into the BamHI and SalI sites of the copper-inducible yeast shuttle vector pRS314CUP (52). pNEV, pNEV-PGP1
(17), pRS314CUP, pRS314CUP-FKBP12, and pRS314CUPROF1 were introduced into Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains
JK93d␣ (33) SMY87-4 (53), PJ69-4a (54), and yap1-1 (40), and
single colonies were grown in synthetic minimal medium without uracil and tryptophan and supplemented with 2% glucose
and 100 M CuCl2. For detoxification assays, transformants
grown in the same medium to A600 ⬃ 0.8 were washed and
diluted to A600 ⫽ 1.0 in water. Cells were 10-fold diluted five
times, and each 5 l were spotted on minimal medium plates
supplemented with 10 M IAA or 750 M 5-fluoroindole.
Growth at 30 °C was assessed after 3–5 days. Assays were performed with three independent transformants.
IAA transport experiments were performed as described
(17). For loading experiments (see Fig. 6, C and D; and supplemental Fig. 6A), cells were grown to A600 ⫽ 1.0, washed, and
incubated at 30 °C with 1 l/ml 5-[3H]IAA (specific activity of
20 Ci/mmol; American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc.) in synthetic minimal medium (pH 4.5). Aliquots of 0.5 ml were taken
after incubation at 30 °C. IAA retention is expressed as relative
loading of the initial loading (t ⫽ 2.5 min), which was set to zero.
For efflux experiments (see Fig. 6B), cells were loaded for 10
min on ice, washed twice with cold water, and resuspended in
15 ml of synthetic minimal medium (pH 4.5). Aliquots of 0.5 ml
were taken after incubation at 30 °C. IAA retention is expressed
as relative loading of the initial (maximal) loading (t ⫽ 0 min),
which was set to 100%.
PGP1 and TWD1 Expression in Yeast and Immunolocalization—Yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and cyan fluorescent
protein (CFP) were amplified by PCR from plasmids pEYFP and
pECFP (Clontech) inserted in-frame into AscI sites generated
in the coding regions of pNEV-PGP1 (bp 2,674) and
pRS314CUP-TWD1 (bp 64) using the QuikChange XL sitedirected mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). YFP and
CFP were inserted into the cytoplasmic loop between transmembrane domains 10 and 11 of PGP1 and into the very N
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ecotypes. Interestingly, Arabidopsis
ecotypes RLD and Columbia seem
to have ecotype-specific differences
in auxin efflux capacity (Fig. 1C),
consistent with previously documented whole plant ecotype-specific differences in auxin transport
(32). The reduced increase in IAA
efflux stimulated by PGP19 overexpression (122% of the wild-type
level (100%)) compared with PGP1
overexpression (130% of the wildtype level) does not reflect the transport capacities of the individual proteins, but is instead the result of
differences in expression levels as
shown by RT-PCR (relative expression level compared with the wildtype level: PGP1, 8.0 ⫾ 2.2; and
PGP19, 3.0 ⫾ 0.6).
To verify these data at the whole
plant level, a novel self-referencing IAA-specific microelectrode
was used to obtain noninvasive
and continuous recordings of
auxin fluxes in intact root apices
(35). IAA influxes in Arabidopsis
are characterized by a distinct
peak at 0.2– 0.3 mm from the root
tip in the so-called root transition
FIGURE 1. Cellular IAA export is reduced in twd1, but is not affected by overexpression of TWD1. A, cellular
or distal elongation zone of the
3
[ H]IAA export in wild-type mesophyll protoplasts (ecotype Wassilewskija; 䡺) was reduced to a similar extent
in twd1 (E) and pgp1/pgp19 (〫) plants. We used de-energized (dark-treated) plant material (f) as a negative root apex (20), consistent with the
control. The presence of PGP1, PGP19, and TWD1 in wild-type protoplasts was verified by semiquantitative current auxin “reflux” model
RT-PCR (inset). Efflux is presented as relative export of the initial export. Data are the means ⫾ S.D. of three to
auxin
transport
five individual experiments (n ⫽ 4). B, constitutive overexpression of TWD1 did not alter [3H]IAA export, sug- describing
gesting a regulatory role of TWD1. Overexpression of TWD1-HA in protoplasts was verified by Western blot streams in roots (5). In wild-type
analysis using anti-HA antibody (16); overexpression of TWD1 did not alter expression of PGP1 or PGP19 (inset) roots, the transition zone auxin
as shown using anti-PGP1 antibody, which does not differentiate between PGP1 and PGP19 (16). C, constitutive
overexpression of PGP1-c-Myc (*) and PGP19 (⫻) enhanced [3H]IAA export compared with their corresponding peak averaged 184.2 ⫾ 16.5 fmol
wild-type (Wt) ecotypes, RLD (䡺) and Columbia (Col; f), respectively. Overexpression (Ox.) of PGP1 and PGP19 cm⫺2 s⫺1, whereas in twd1 roots,
in protoplasts was verified by Western blot analysis using anti-c-Myc and anti-HA antibodies. Overexpression
of PGPs did not alter expression of TWD1 (inset) shown for PGP1. D, IAA influx was reduced in the transition zone the maximal influx in the root
of pgp1/pgp19 and twd1 roots. Shown is the IAA influx profile along single roots of wild-type, pgp1/pgp19, and transition zone was significantly
twd1 plants. Positive fluxes represent a net IAA influx. Data shown were collected continuously over a 10-min reduced, averaging 153.6 ⫾ 16
period and are the means of eight replicates; error bars represent S.E. Ws, Wassilewskija.
fmol cm⫺2 s⫺1. (Fig. 1D). The
influx in pgp1/pgp19 roots was
impact of interfering factors such as vacuolar trapping of IAA more severely reduced (98.5 ⫾ 10.2 fmol cm⫺2 s⫺1) (Fig. 1D).
and reduced export capacities due to alterations in vacuolar pH Interestingly, the IAA peak was less reduced in twd1 roots
(56) or in protoplast surfaces could be excluded (supplemental (Fig. 1D) than in pgp1 and pgp19 single mutant roots (supFig. 1).
plemental Fig. 2). This may be due to the relatively high
To further investigate the regulatory role of TWD1, we expression of both PGP1 and PGP19 in root apices and cormeasured IAA efflux in protoplasts generated from twd1 plants relates well with the proposed role of these proteins in estabthat were fully complemented by a ProCaMV35S-TWD1-hemag- lishing directional auxin movement away from apical tissues
glutinin (HA) construct (16). Overexpression of TWD1-HA (4). However, in addition to reduced peak area, IAA influxes
was verified by Western blotting and did not alter PGP1 or in both twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 roots were localized more apiPGP19 expression (Fig. 1B, inset). Interestingly, IAA efflux in cally (0.05– 0.35 mm) compared with the wild-type roots
TWD1-overexpressor protoplasts was not significantly differ- (0.1– 0.45 mm) and pgp1 and pgp19 single mutant roots
ent from that in wild-type protoplasts (Fig. 1B), indicating that (0.1– 0.35 mm). Apical shifts have been reported for maize
it is unlikely that TWD1 transports auxin directly. In contrast, semaphore and lrt1 rum1 mutants, which are also defective
constitutive up-regulation of PGP1 or PGP19 greatly enhanced in auxin transport (49). A recent report employing microIAA export compared with their corresponding wild-type electrodes showed that the transition zone presents peaks in
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the fluxes of O2, K⫹, and H⫹ (48), which make this region the
most active region of the root. As a consequence, a shift in
this active region of 0.5–1 mm could affect many aspects of
root physiology and development.
It has been suggested that some mammalian and plant FKBPs
possess chaperone activity and play a role in protein secretion
(36). To investigate if loss of TWD1 function does alter the
targeting of auxin efflux complexes, PIN1 and PIN2 were
immunolocalized in wild-type and twd1 root tips. PIN1 and
PIN2 have been shown to play essential roles as components of
the auxin efflux complex, are expressed in the same tissues as
PGP1, and are co-purified with PGP1 and PGP19 by NPA affinity chromatography (4, 10, 17). Neither PIN1 nor PIN2 was
mislocalized in twd1 (Fig. 2A), suggesting that altered PIN
localization is not responsible for the reduced IAA export in
twd1. The same was found when PIN1 and PIN2 were immunolocalized in sucrose gradient fractions from wild-type, pgp1/
pgp19, and twd1 plants (data not shown). Furthermore, PIN1
and PIN2 expression has been shown recently not to be altered
in pgp1 and pgp19 roots (17).
To investigate PGP1 expression and location in the twd1
background, we analyzed the expression of a ProPGP1-PGP1-cMyc construct (17) in twd1 mutants. PGP1 was co-localized
with H⫹-ATPase using anti-c-Myc antibody in plasma membrane fractions obtained by continuous sucrose gradient fractionation and showed no significant difference in expression
compared with the wild type (Fig. 2B). Similar results were
obtained using twd1 membrane fractions and an antiserum recognizing both PGP1 and PGP19 (supplemental Fig. 5). Furthermore, PGP1 transcript levels were unaltered in both twd1 and
TWD1-overexpressor as measured by RT-PCR (Fig. 2C). The
unaltered expression levels and localization of auxin efflux proteins in twd1 mutants indicate that TWD1 may function not by
altering the localization of PGPs, but instead by regulating the
function of PGPs via protein-protein interactions.
PGP19 Mediates Auxin Export When Expressed in HeLa Cells—
Cellular IAA efflux experiments using plant protoplasts suggested that PGP19 might function in auxin export in a manner
similar to PGP1 (17). In contrast to PGP1, however, PGP19mediated auxin transport could not be tested in transgenic
yeast, as PGP19 was shown to be improperly localized upon
expression in yeast, most likely because of hyperglycosylation
(15, 17). To demonstrate the role of PGP19 in auxin transport,
we functionally expressed PGP19 in the vaccinia virus HeLa cell
expression system, which has become a standard system for
assaying mammalian PGP transport activity (37) and which we
have used previously to demonstrate PGP1-mediated auxin
efflux (17).
Heterologous expression of PGP19 in HeLa cells provided
evidence that, similar to PGP1, PGP19 functions as an ATPactivated anion channel capable of mediating auxin efflux.
Expression of PGP19 in HeLa cells resulted in net efflux of IAA
over a 6-fold concentration range (10 – 63 nM) (Fig. 3A and supplemental Fig. 4) and a lower but significant export of 1-naphthylacetic acid (NAA). The antiauxin 2-NAA was not exported
(Fig. 3B). As was shown for PGP1 (17), PGP19 did not exhibit
the broad substrate specificity common to mammalian PGP
transporters and failed to transport standard MDR substrates,

FIGURE 2. Loss of function of TWD1 does not alter expression and localization of components of the auxin efflux complex such as PIN1, PIN2,
and PGP1. A, whole mount immunolocalization of auxin facilitator proteins
PIN1 (red) and PIN2 (green), components of the auxin efflux complex, revealed
no significant changes in expression. For orientation, colored fluorescence
images were superimposed with bright-field pictures. Scale bar ⫽ 100 m. Ws
Wt, wild-type ecotype Wassilewskija. B, shown are the results from Western
analysis of ProPGP1-PGP1-c-Myc in wild-type and twd1 plasma membraneenriched fractions as verified by immunodetection of the plasma membrane
marker H⫹-ATPase. C, loss and gain of function of TWD1 had no significant
effect on PGP1 expression as shown by semiquantitative RT-PCR.

including rhodamine 123, daunomycin, and BODIPY-vinblastine in fluorescence-activated cell sorter assays (supplemental
Fig. 3) (17). Similar to PGP1, PGP19 mediated efflux of benzoic
acid only at higher concentrations (63 nM), but not at lower
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concentrations (10 nM), at which auxin efflux activities were
still active (supplemental Fig. 4) (17). Finally, PGP19 expression
also increased the efflux of oxidative IAA breakdown products
in a manner similar to PGP1 expression (supplemental Fig. 4)
(17).
Arabidopsis PGPs have been shown to bind the auxin transport inhibitors quercetin (an aglycone flavonoid) and NPA (16,
22). PGP19-mediated IAA efflux from HeLa cells was inhibited
by both NPA and quercetin as well as by the mammalian PGP
inhibitors cyclosporin A and vinblastine (Fig. 2C).
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FIGURE 4. IAA content in twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 roots is elevated. A, relative free IAA content compared with the wild type in 9-day seedlings was
determined by GC-MS. Absolute wild-type values were 42.2 ⫾ 5.7 and 49.9 ⫾
6.1 pg/mg (fresh weight) for roots and shoots, respectively. Ws Wt, wild-type
ecotype Wassilewskija. *, significantly different from the wild type (p ⬍ 0.05,
analysis of variance). B, ProDR5-GFP expression in 9-day seedling root tips
showed no significant differences compared with the wild type. C, fractionation of 9-day seedling roots indicated elevated free IAA levels in the root
elongation zone and above. cot, cotyledon; hyp, hypocotyl. *, significantly
different from the wild type (p ⬍ 0.05, analysis of variance).

Roots of twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 Reveal Greatly Elevated Free
Auxin Levels and Altered Gravitropism—Previously, both
reduced basipetal auxin transport and reduced IAA levels were
reported in 5-day post-germination pgp1 and pgp19 mutant
roots (17). We analyzed free IAA levels in root and shoot tissues
(see Fig. 4C for the experimental setup) of 9-day post-germination twd1 and pgp mutant seedlings. Absolute values for wildtype tissues were slightly higher but in the same range as
reported by others (68). Surprisingly and in contrast to 5-day
roots, we found elevated IAA levels in all mutant roots, whereas
the levels in mutant shoots revealed only small differences compared with wild-type levels (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the IAA
content in pgp1/pgp19 (308%) and twd1 (286%) roots was
clearly higher than that in pgp1 (162%) and pgp19 (154%) roots.
VOLUME 281 • NUMBER 41 • OCTOBER 13, 2006
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FIGURE 3. PGP19 mediates auxin export when expressed in HeLa cells. A,
[3H]IAA efflux was increased in HeLa cells expressing PGP19. PGP1 also modulated efflux of 1-[3H]NAA and [3H]benzoic acid (BeA). B, 2-NAA was retained
in HeLa cells expressing PGP19. Cells were incubated with 62.59 nM unlabeled
2-NAA. 2-NAA levels were measured by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. Data are presented as nanomoles of 2-NAA/500,000 cells (means ⫾
S.D.) and represent values obtained from two experiments with three replicates each. C, [3H]IAA efflux by PGP19 was inhibited by treatment with 10 M
NPA, 200 nM quercetin, and the ABC transport inhibitors cyclosporin A (CsA)
and verapamil when cells were loaded with 10 nM radiolabeled substrate. Net
efflux (the amount of auxin retained by cells transformed with empty vector
minus the amount of auxin retained by cells transformed with PGP19) is
expressed as disintegrations/min/500,000 cells. Reductions in auxin retention (efflux) in transformed cells are presented as positive values. In all cases,
expression and localization of PGP19 were confirmed by RT-PCR (55) and
Western blotting (37) using standard protocols for the system. Cell viability
after treatment was confirmed visually and via cell counting. Data are the
means ⫾ S.D. (n ⫽ 3).

Modulation of P-glycoprotein-mediated Auxin Transport
This again suggests functional redundancy of PGP1 and PGP19
and a loss of function of PGP1/PGP19-mediated IAA auxin
transport in twd1.
To investigate alterations in local auxin concentrations in
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more detail, we analyzed expression of the auxin reporter construct ProDR5-GFP (38) in twd1 and pgp mutant root tips. This
method was selected as it allows a more noninvasive detection
of IAA concentrations compared with the more commonly
used ProDR5-␤-glucuronidase construct. 9-Day pgp1/pgp19 and twd1
roots showed slightly reduced
reporter gene expression in root
columella cells compared with wildtype roots (Fig. 4B). Consistent with
previously published ProDR5-␤-glucuronidase data from 5-day postgermination seedlings (17, 18), similar results were observed in pgp1
and pgp2 single mutants (data not
shown).
Reduction of auxin levels visualized by the reporter gene constructs
seemed to contradict at first glance
the elevated IAA concentrations
FIGURE 5. twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 seedlings are defective in root gravitropism. For quantification of grav- measured by GC-MS. Therefore, we
itropism, plants were grown on vertical plates under continuous light conditions (coming from the left as
indicated by the arrow) (61). Each gravistimulated root was assigned to one of twelve 30° sectors in the circular dissected twd1 roots into three parts
histograms; the length of each bar represents the percentage of seedlings showing the same direction of root (Fig. 4C) and determined the free
growth. The number of seedlings for each genotype was between 72 and 96. Ws Wt, wild-type ecotype IAA concentrations of each segWassilewskija.
ment. GC-MS analysis revealed that
auxin levels in the “tip” (the region 2
mm from the tip) were indeed
slightly reduced (89% of the wildtype levels), whereas the mid-part
(128%) and upper part (176%) root
fractions contained significantly
higher levels (Fig. 4C). The total
IAA levels in this assay were lower
than those observed in GC-MS
analysis of whole root tissues,
possibly because of the unavoidable drastic manipulation during
fractionation.
Root gravitropism is known to
be dependent on and to be mediated by polar auxin transport (59).
Therefore, gravitropic growth
tests are an ideal tool to investigate
the developmental effects of the
alterations in auxin fluxes
observed in twd1 and pgp mutants.
Previous studies have demonstrated that pgp19 and pgp1/pgp19
hypocotyls exhibit enhanced gravFIGURE 6. Coexpression of PGP1 and TWD1 specifically inhibits IAA export. A, PGP1-YFP (upper left panel) itropic responses (39). Under
was expressed on the plasma membrane and in raft-like structures and co-localized with TWD1-CFP (lower left standard gravitropism assay conpanel) in yeast as shown by superimposition (upper right panel). Differential interference contrast images of the
same cells are shown (lower right panel). Scale bar ⫽ 2.5 m. B, coexpression of TWD1 and PGP1 reduced ditions, the roots of pgp1 and
PGP1-mediated IAA export to vector control levels. Reductions in auxin retention (efflux) are presented as pgp19 single mutants exhibited no
relative export of the initial loading. Data are the means ⫾ S.D. (n ⫽ 4). C, coexpressed Arabidopsis FKBP12 did significant changes in gravitronot significantly alter PGP1-mediated IAA efflux. Reductions in auxin retention (efflux) after 10 min are presented as relative export of the initial loading. Data are the means ⫾ S.D. (n ⫽ 3). *, significantly different from pism (data not shown). However,
the PGP1/vector control (VC; p ⬍ 0.05, analysis of variance test). D, PGP1-mediated IAA efflux was not depend- both pgp1/pgp19 and twd1 exhibent on S. cerevisiae (Sc) FKBP12/FPR as shown by assaying IAA efflux in an fpr1 strain and the corresponding
wild-type strain. Reductions in auxin retention (efflux) are presented as relative loading of the initial loading. ited impaired gravitropic responses
compared with the wild type (Fig. 5).
Data are the means ⫾ S.D. (n ⫽ 3).
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FIGURE 7. Coexpression of PGP1 and TWD1 enhances PGP1-mediated IAA
export in HeLa cells. Shown is the efflux of radiolabeled IAA from HeLa cells
expressing PGP1 with the indicated ratios of TWD1. Reduction in auxin retention (efflux) is presented as net efflux. Expression and localization of
expressed proteins were confirmed by RT-PCR and Western analysis (data not
shown). Data are the means ⫾ S.D. (n ⫽ 3). *, significantly different from the
PGP1/vector control (VC; p ⬍ 0.05, analysis of variance).

TWD1 had destabilizing effects on the HeLa cells (data not
shown).

DISCUSSION
To understand the strong developmental phenotype that is
caused by loss of function of Arabidopsis TWD1/FKBP42, we
previously demonstrated interactions between TWD1 and the
MDR/PGP transporters PGP1 and PGP19 (16). As both PGP1
and PGP19 have been shown to be capable of catalyzing export
of the critical plant hormone auxin (17), a regulatory role of
TWD1 in PGP1/PGP19 has been suggested to account for the
auxin-related aspects of the twd1 phenotype. An emerging
function of immunophilins is their role in regulating large
membrane proteins such as rhodopsin (43) or integral Ca2⫹
channels such as the ryanodine and 1,4,5-triphosphate receptors (31, 44). Regulation of murine MDR3 by yeast FKBP12 has
also been demonstrated, although the effects of mammalian
PGP-FKBP interactions in vivo have not yet been fully investigated (33).
In this study, we have provided several lines of evidence that
TWD1 is an essential regulatory component of the PGP-mediated auxin efflux complex in planta by means of protein-protein interactions. PGP1-TWD1 and PGP19-TWD1 interactions have been previously demonstrated by yeast two-hybrid
analysis, NPA affinity chromatography, and co-immunoprecipitation pulldown assays (4, 16, 22).
1) Cellular efflux of IAA from mutant cells is reduced compared with that from wild-type cells in the order wild type ⬎
pgp1 ⬎ pgp19 ⬎⬎ pgp1/pgp19 ⱖ twd1. The magnitude of reduction correlates with both whole plant transport data (16) and
with the observable auxin-deficient mutant phenotypes (16,
17). Overexpression of TWD1 has no effect on IAA export,
whereas up-regulation of the ABC transporters PGP1 and
PGP19 strongly enhances efflux.
2) Expression and localization of PIN1 and PIN2 (essential
components of the auxin efflux complex) are not altered in
VOLUME 281 • NUMBER 41 • OCTOBER 13, 2006
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Consistent with previous results in hypocotyl tissues (39), pgp1/
pgp19 roots exhibited slight hypergravitropism, whereas twd1
roots showed impaired gravitropism without any directional
preference.
Modulation of PGP1-mediated IAA Export by TWD1 Is Specific
and Has Reverse Effects in Yeast and Mammalian Cells—
To investigate the regulatory effect of TWD1 on PGP activity in
more detail, we coexpressed PGP1 and TWD1 in the yeast S. cerevisiae. In yeast, PGP1 and TWD1 co-localized mainly with some
unknown punctate structures in the vicinity of the plasma membrane as demonstrated by confocal microscope analysis of PGP1YFP and TWD1-CFP (Fig. 6A) and Western detection of plasma
membrane-enriched fractions of yeast membranes coexpressing
TWD1 and PGP1 (data not shown). Furthermore, coexpression of
PGP1-YFP and TWD1 N-terminally fused to Renilla luciferase in
yeast resulted in a positive bioluminescence resonance energy
transfer ratio, verifying the interaction.4
Monitoring time-dependent PGP1-mediated IAA efflux
(measured as decreased IAA retention) in yeast revealed that
coexpression reverted export toward the vector control level
(Fig. 6B), whereas TWD1 alone had only a slight inhibitory
effect on background IAA efflux. The same tendency was found
when loading kinetics were recorded (see “Experimental procedures”) (supplemental Fig. 6). Similarly, TWD1 inhibited
PGP1-mediated detoxification of the toxic auxin analog 5-fluoroindole (supplemental Fig. 6C), which has been used to demonstrate PIN2/AGR1 function in yeast (41).
Inhibition of PGP1-mediated IAA efflux in yeast by TWD1
was specific, as expression of TWD1 alone had no significant
effect on background IAA efflux (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, Arabidopsis FKBP12, which represents the most basic FKBP, consisting essentially just of the cis,trans-peptidylprolyl isomerase
domain, and which functions as a cell cycle regulator (42),
reduced PGP1-mediated IAA efflux (measured as increased
IAA retention) only slightly compared with TWD1 (Fig. 6C). In
the yap1-1 mutant, only TWD1 (but not the closely related
Arabidopsis proteins FKBP12 and ROF1/FKBP59) (62), significantly inhibited PGP1-mediated IAA detoxification (supplemental Fig. 6B). Finally, yeast FKBP12 seemed to somehow
activate PGP1-mediated IAA export, resulting in reduced
IAA loading in the S. cerevisiae FKBP12 mutant (Fig. 6D),
which confirms previous results on murine MDR3 activity
(33). However, the same magnitude of stimulation was found
also for the background activity (Fig. 6D, vector control),
suggesting unspecific up-regulation of yeast endogenous
export systems.
Inhibition of PGP1 by TWD1 in yeast was surprising, as an
opposite effect was expected based on the protoplast efflux
assays described above. Therefore, we coexpressed PGP1 and
TWD1 in HeLa cells, which represent the standard expression
system for analyzing mammalian ABCs (37). Interestingly,
TWD1 conferred stimulation of PGP1-mediated auxin efflux
upon coexpression (Fig. 7). The influence of TWD1 on PGP19
could be tested in neither yeast nor HeLa cells, as PGP19 is
inactive in yeast (15, 17), whereas coexpression of PGP19 and
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onstrated a direct involvement of TWD1 in auxin transport
that is at least partially able to explain the drastic overlapping
developmental phenotype of both twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 plants.
Loss of function of PGP1/PGP19-mediated auxin export in
twd1 blocks basipetal polar auxin transport (shown for pgp1
and pgp19) (17), resulting in elevated free IAA levels in mature
root parts. This correlates with polar (dominantly basal)
expression of PGP1 in the mature root regions (17). Alternatively, non-polar expression of PGP1 in meristematic cells of
the root apex (17) has been suggested to function as a sink in
long-range transport of IAA (13). This further verifies an
involvement of PGP1/PGP19 and TWD1 in long-distance
transport of IAA, as has been suggested previously (17, 18).
Agravitropic roots and many aspects of the strong developmental phenotype of twd1 and pgp1/pgp19 plants are in good
agreement with altered polar auxin transport and elevated
auxin concentrations in the roots. Other growth defects especially in the shoots might be a consequence of altered reflux of
auxin into the shoots or of secondary effects. Reduced and apically
shifted influx maxima that have been verified for pgp and twd1
roots using an auxin-specific electrode in analogy to other auxin
transport mutants (49) suggest indeed altered reflux capacities.
However, the “twisted syndrome” not seen in pgp1/pgp19
plants suggests that other TWD1-specific functions are missing
in twd1. In this respect, it is important to keep in mind that the
multidomain FKBP TWD1 interacts additionally with HSP90,
calmodulin, and MRP-like ABC transporters MRP1 and MRP2
(16, 29, 30), which might account for the more severe phenotype by loss of additional functions.
The precise expression pattern of TWD1 and PGP19 is still
not known, and co-immunolocalization of all components has
failed so far because of the extremely low abundance of TWD1
(16). Attempts to localize TWD1 in wild-type cells using antisera or CFP fusions have failed so far.6 The low expression of
TWD1 compared with that of the PGPs as shown by RT-PCR and
in silico data (www.genevestigator.ethz.ch) (data not shown) further supports a transient but highly functional interaction of
TWD1 and PGPs. However, careful gene chip analysis revealed
that TWD1, despite its low abundance, is coexpressed in virtually
all tissues with PGP1/PGP19 and that the expression of all three
genes is induced by various common stresses (data not shown).
Finally, our experimental evidence provided here suggests that
this mode of PGP regulation by protein-protein interaction might
be relevant beyond plants. Transfer of this novel FKBP function
could be beneficial for development of novel strategies for cancer
therapy via FKBP-mediated down-regulation of drug efflux.
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